BLAST REFILLABLE CYCLING AIRHORN INSTRUCTIONS

Installation

1. Install mounting clamp to handlebar using the included rubber shims if needed.

2. Hook airhorn on top of clamp and slide into slot on lower part of clamp to lock in place.

3. Secure air bottle in water bottle cage or attach to frame using included velcro patch and zipties.

Filling and operating

1. Set volume control to maximum.

2. Lift up activator button up to expose air valve.

3. Fill with air (maximum 80 psi or 5.5 bar) with bike pump.

4. Flip down activator button to cover air valve and set volume control to desired level.

5. Firmly press activator button to activate horn.

Note: 50 half-second blasts at minimum volume, 30-40 blasts at maximum volume.

WARNING: The Blast is very loud. Do not use unnecessarily. Do not use close to ear. Use supplied air bottle only. Do not overfill. Extreme cold will inhibit performance.